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TECH N ICAL SPECIFICATION

OF

Mini trucMVan Mounted underground Cable Fault Locator fully Automatic

System

(For cables Upto 33 kV voltage level)
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Technical Specification of Mini-truck/ Van mounted, Fully Automatic Underground Cable Fault
Locating Equipment, for Locating Fault on Low /-lVledium / High Voltage Power Cables up to 33
KV

1. Scope:

This specification covers the design, manufacture, assembly, testing at manufacturer's works, supply,
delivery, installation & commissioning of Special Purpose Mini-Truck / Van Mounted, Fully automatic
Cable Fault Locating Equipment/system, suitable for Locating all types of Faults on Low,Medium / High
Voltage Power Cables, XLPE/PVC/PILC with Al/Cu conductor, up to 33 KV, complete with all materials
and accessories for efficient and trouble free operation.

2. GeneralRequirements

ThJcable fault finding system must consist of following equipments, tools and software-
i. In-built DC testing set, surge wave generator and inbuilt min 1 kV Insulation tester, all housed in -

single unit.
ii. Fault PreJocation equipment.
iii. Thumping/ Suge generator.
iv. Surge wave receiver unit (Pin-pointing set) ofcompact size.
v. Cable route tracer.
vi. Cable identifier.
vii. Generator set.

viii. Mini-truck/Van
ix. Tools, accessories and wiring cables on drums etc.
x. System software for all the above functionalities. The licensing of software shall be lifetime

- alongwith free ofcost upgradation.

The above list is the general requirement of equipments under the present specification, but if any
other equipment or accessory which has not been mentioned in the present specifications, but is
required for carrying out the intended firnctions, in an efficient and trouble free manner, then
they/it shall be deemed to be included in the scope ofsupplier without any extra cost.

3. DC Testing:
Testing with DC voltage up to 80 kV, operated from the central control unit with automatic cut-off after
break-down or over current and recording and logging ofvoltage and current during the testing period.

0-80 kV, Imax >:50mA
Integrated insulation measurement up to min 2 GO (with a test voltage of min 1000V) and an integrated
low-resistance facility up to 1 Kilo Ohm.

4. Fault pre-location:
The system should have following Fault pre-location methods:
i. Arc Reflection Method (ARM) with surge voltages 0-418116132 KV, at higher voltages with

automatic end detection.
ii. Impulse current method (ICM) 0-418/16/32 KV with automatic fault detection.
iii. - Decay method of fault location up to 80 kV.
iv, Buming (fault conditioning) 0-40 kV DC with a minimum Issonr of 750 mA.
v. 3 phase Time Domain Reflectometer (TDR)

The features of the preJocator system shall be:-
i. Automatic far end detection
ii.- Automatic adjustments of parameters
iii. Adjustable distance related gain correction to show far distance events
iv. The system must have a Multi Trace Facility in ARM mode to select the best trace out of several

shots (min. 15 Traces)
v. Automatic recording of all measurements.
vi. Measurements must be available as PDF file
vii.- Database software for further processing and recording
viii. There should be regular software updates possible to provide the latest features
ix. The system should provide a backup and recovery facility ofthe Operational software, in case of

malfunction.
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The pre-locator system shall have following system
TDR pulse width
Measuring pulse
Output impedance
Sampling rate
Input signal gain
SIM/MIM
Display range
Resolution (@v/2= 80 m/ps)
Accuracy
Propagation velocity factor v/2 range
Size of screen
Ambient temperature (operational)
Humidity
Storage temperature
Power supply
Power consumption
Memory/ Interface

Thumping/Surge Voltage Generator

The Surge Generator Unit should be used as thumper for charging of cable under test (i.e.
delective cable) till sufficient flashover is achieved at the point of faul-t. ihe set should be used in
conjunction with Surge Receiver Unit for fault pinpointing. Ii should have following features:

(a) Surge Voltage Range: 0-4kV, 0-8 kV,0-16 kV & 0_32 kV
(b) Surge Energy: Minimum 2500 Joules.
(c) The_ set should be provided with standard safety features like ,, .High voltage oN lamp,, aulomatic
grounding upon shutdown, Auto-OFF in case of power supply breaf and oierload protection with
circuit breaker etc.
(d) The unit should be compatible for use with Surge Receiver Unit and Arc Reflection Unit.
(e) The unit should include mains leads, earth cable, HV connecting cable, earth terminals, battery
connecting cables with baftery clips, all required and related u...rro.[, with carrying case and user,s
manual with complete operating and maintenance instructions.
Impulse: 0-32 kV in suitable steps of 0-410-8/0 -16/0-32 kV and each step continuously variable.
Impulse interval: Single shot, 3 to 20 pulse per minute.

Safety Protections:
- Two Nos. automatic discharging devices (intemal and extemal discharge)
- Reliable operated surge switch electromagnetically operated
- Safety control circuit according to VDE 0104.
- No access to the high voltage side shall be available to the operator.
- The control unit should provide a visual indication of failuri of safety circuits/incorrect selection
etc. with possible corrective methods. Constant monitoring of all safety circuits such as earth
monitoring circuit etc. should be inbuilt into the control *it. Suf.ty interlock monitoring etc
safety function should be incorporated in the van suitably.

Surge wave receiver unit (Pin pointing set):-
It should function as a directional acoustic listening device for pinpointing of flashover faults in
underground power cables. It should have the following features:

1. The unit should be handy & rug-ged and lightweight (weight not more than 2.5 kg including battery and
handle), and should comprise of receivers, headphones, sinsors, amplifiers and aiy other auxiliary item
as necessary for operation of the unit, and soft carry bag with mold inserts. The sdt should piovide
detection ofboth acoustic and electromagnetic pulses emittid from an arcing fault when it is surged.

2. The set should be able to determine the proximity and indicate the direction towards the cable fault by
measuring electromagnetic surge and acoustic emission.

3. The set should be able to measure the time delay between acoustic and electromagnetic signals.

parameters : -
20 nano sec - 10.0 micro sec
30-160V
12 - 2,000 Ohm
400MHz
-10 to +60 dB
15 TDR multi-shot measurements
10m-150km
0.1 m
+/- 0.1% of measuring result _

20 - 150 m/ps
min 19" color, 1024x768, sunlight proof
0 to +50 'C
10 to +95o/o

-20 ro +60'C
100-260Y,50160H2
Max. 280 VA
Min 8 GB intemal (Min 100 traces), USB

,f)
t7*n
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4. In the acoustic mode the set should have a feature to filter and eliminate background noise and
electromagnetic interferences. It should have excellent acoustic characteristics (frequency range 100 Hz
to 1.5 kHz and filters with range 100 Hz to 1.5 kHz to suppress di{Ierent noises.

5. It should be able to pinpoint the exact location of the fault with highest accuracy, not more than I meter
dia, regardless of the fact whether the cables are laid under ground (under plain earth, trenches, or RCC
surface, Horizontal drilling in HDPE pipe), above ground or partly under & partly above ground.

6. The instrument should be battery operated with rechargeable batteries (market available standard model).
with inbuilt recharger, and should be able to operate for a minimum time of l0 Hrs on a single charge.

7. ThE set should have mute feature to activate while in motion.
8. It should have automatic adjusting feature for both the electromagnetic gain & acoustic gain without

manual knobs or buttons.
9. It should have an LCD display with backlit feature with visibility in the sunlight.
10. The unit should be provided with acoustic headphone set to receive the acoustic signal for pin pointing

the fault point.
11. The LCD display should indicate the cable route though the electromagnetic signal in bar graph form &

the proximity to fault point by a numeric display.
12. The communication between receiver instrument and ground microphone as well as to the headphone

shall be done via a wireless or wired connection.
13. The headset should automatically tum offas soon as the hand reaches the handle.
14. The kit should have 84dB(A) limiter.
15. Tle unit should include lightweight receiver with carrying straps, handy sensor, all required and related

accessories with carrying case and user's manual with complete operating and maintenance instructions.
16. The unit should have a protection level ofIP65 when lid is closed and IP54 when lid is open.
17. The mode of operation shall be Automatic.

7. Cable Route Tracer

The Cable Route Locator should be suitable for cable fault location process of underground cables by
identi$ing the cable from the surface, without excavation. The equipment should be capable ol tracing
the buried cables with the ability to measure the depth of the cable, regardless of the fact whether the
cables are laid under ground (under plain earth, trenches, or RCC surface, Horizontal drilling in HDPE
pipe), above ground or partly under & partly above ground. The unit should have at least the following
features:

a. The set should comprise of a transmitter & receiver.

b. The set should be battery operated (rechargeable with inbuilt recharger) and po(able type, of
rugged construction with necessary accessories & bag / case.

c. The cable tracing should be done with audio & visual signals so as to make it easy to follow & trace
the cable route.

d. It should be possible to detect the depth of the cable at any point by using sufficient wattage of the
generator up to 50 watts at least.

-e. 
Automatic impedance matching should be required for better operations.

f. It should also be possible to detect the AC signals (50 Hz) from a charged cable without transmitter.

g. Filters should be provided to optimize tle measurements and minimize the ambient noise.

-h. The transmitter of the tracer should be capable of energizing the cable either by magnetic induction
or by direct conductive coffrection to the cable.

i. The receiver should filter out electric noise and static noise.

j. The unit should also be able to determine the depth ofthe cable and direction of current
- as well as provide Left/right guidance.
k. The unit should be suitable to identifr and trace underground cable in areas with multiple energized

/ de-energized cables in the same route.
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l' The unit should have output frequency in multiple steps (min. 3 steps) from 2 KHz tol, K Hz and
,,Jh:ffif.'d have Adjustable output power, 0-50 watt or more (adjustable manually or
n The unit shall be capable of Manual and Automatic matching, of the output impedance allowingtransmission of the maximum output power ind.p"ra"rrt oi_to.ai.o. Gating of output signal should be posslble.
p' Monitoring and adjustment of disiortion factor shourd be availabre.t 

:r"#'-:i,:H,i:y"r:* -, comprex 1""d" ;h;;;;; p".,rir'i'4",g*ith output idling proor and

r' The unit should be capable of working on mains AC supply with built in charging -and battery unit.

8, Cable Identification

The system is to be used for selection of single core and multi core cables from a bunch of cables.The system should consist of a Transmitter-*a n"..i*i *it and should be lighg portable, withfacility to identify even live cables, regardless of the fact rrhe-ther the cables are laid under ground(under prain earth, trenches, or RCC +fac;H;;;;i#ffi; in HDpE pipe), above ground or
!ffi',yufl*t 

& partlv above ground. rn" *iL.t"riJ'i. io-j",.ry menu - driven, with graphic

Technical Data
Transmitter
Output voltage : 55V (min.) (15 pulses/min)
Ourpur cunent : l00A (min.)
power Supply : 230v, 50 Hzl Baftery (rechargeable) operated
Receiver
Display : Graphic LCD or LED array
Sensitivity : l}Oyo; at 400 ohm loop resistance.power Supply : Battery (rechargeable) operated

9. System Software
The cable fault analysis shall be done automatically via a software controlled firlly automaticmegaohm-meter with I kV IR _ test voltage _a u po*.rn f iOn.

The fault preJocation system mustte integrated part of the entire system providing simultaneouscontrol of system, HV generator and cable iault to.ution n n"tion.
Automatic features should guide and support the op"ru- aJ"g the complete fault location andtesting procedure.

The system shall be based on a solid industrial PC design, equipped with pentium i5@ orcomparable processor and shall use windows@ as__operating ,Iy.t"- o. should beoperated throughTDR d,isplay with suitable operating system. The IPb mustie supported by a UpS or DG set. TheTDR should use at least 400 MHz sampling rate and a high ayru_i".ung".

The TDR output must provide at least CAT IV/400 v input protection. A dashboard surface orlaptop shall be provided to.display the GPS Based Ma;ii;;'system for exact determination ofcable routes and fault location, existing diagnostic inroniation'and reports. rrr"."p ,rpp".t"a
system shall allow drawing the details of a cable route according to ,*a.f mup ...6.d" ' -' '

The cable fault location function shall be guided by a Cable Fault Location Guide that guides theoperator through the entire process ofcablJfault location.

'n" ':Tl].:::^Y'_1:1 fsctilnaJitv 
conholled by the Ipc shau be complemented with an back-upcontrol t-eatue realized ty a laptop PC that can take over the conhol of all p."to.ution r,rrr.iion, *well as the control of all high voltage control functions in the event ofa sysiem pe defect.

GIS data including cable details and the geographical information of the cable routes shall be
imported in user_fr iendly-format.

T: '-oft*.*" 
package shall integrate the functionality of cable testing control, result evaluationanal renorfin o
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All software functions for fault analysis, cable fault pre location, control for fault pinpointing, shall
be conholled fiom one common software on a single control IPC or TDR. The software shall be
conholled via keyboard and mouse or with single knob control.

The licensing of software shall be lifetime alongwith free ofcost upgradation.

10. Connection Cables

All the cables required for the operation of the cable Fault Locating system shall be Min 50 meters and
mounted on suitable drums along with earthing cable, main cables, HV cable and auxiliary earthing cable.
Cable drum rack
Hand operated cable drums with lockable brakes for accommodation of :

a. High Voltage Cable
Min 50 m flexible HV coaxial cable with coaxial plug, connection clamps and strain relief
Rated voltage : 80 kV DC, Insulation material: EPR (etnyrene eropytene Rubber)

b. Mains cable
Min 50 m with mains cable.

c. Ground cable
d. Min 50 m with ground cables.
e. Auxiliary earth cable

Min 15 Meters for creating an auxiliary earth in case ofnon-availability ofsystem earth to safeguard
the system.

11. Generator set
Thdgenerator set shall be provided with following specifications.

r Rated Output > 5.0 KVA
. Engine Honda/Toshiba
. Rated Voltage 220 - 240Volts
. Frequency 50Hz
. Fuel Petrol

AVR Automatic Voltage Regulation.
. The Genset should be self start by key.

12. CERTIFICATE A}{D INSTRUCTION BOOK

The-supplier/conhactor shall be required to furnish to the purchaser offrce/consignee, necessary
documents along with the consignment.

. Printedpamphlets/catalogues/ASG.

. Inskuction Book - comprising of complete pictorial representation of operations and other
instructions.

. Test Certificates
Warranty card.

13. Tools
The following Tools shall be supplied.

. Measuring Wheel

. Discharge Rod (Suitable for 33KV)

. Earth Spikes- ' Digital Multi Meter

. Set of Spanners, Screw Drivers etc.

14. Srfety Fertures.

The conhol unit should be TDR Computerized (menu driven based) and responsible for all the control
operations of various functions such as Mode Selection Surge Test, Conditioning and Arc Reflection,
Range Selection, Voltage limit adjustment, Surge sequence selection, auto discharge, earth monitoring,
etc. as well as operator guidance with on-screen help texts, from the cenhal software and no access to the

high voltage side should be available to the operator.
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The control unit should provide visual indication of failure of safety circuits/inconect selection with
possible corrective methods, Auto "time out" for buming of cable, High Voltage Enabled Indication,
Automatic discharging of cable under test with indication on display, Automatic system discharging etc .

Conslant monitoring of all safety circuits such as earth monitoring circuit etc. should be inbuilt into the
control unit, safety interlock monitoring etc.
The kit should have Emergency stop Button, Key-switch Interlock for HV output, Automgtic cable &
system discharge.
The output voltage shall remain tumed offor cannot be tumed on in case of:

i) Undue voltage rise in the output on earthing connection on the surge capacitor.
ii) Flash over in the testing mode.
iii) Thermal overload ofa particular component indicated by signal lights (LEDs).
ir) The unit shall be provided with protective terminals to prevent accidental contact ifthe

back door/ HV side of the Mini truck/ VAN is open.
Besides the above all the safety measures, standards, rules and laws as notified by Government of India
and other Govemment bodies shall be strictly adhered to and incorporated.

15. Quality
The instruments and systems shall be produced to meet the ISO 9001:2000 standard. The system must be
CE certified and should bear CE mark.

16. Mounting Vehicle:
All the Units of the Comprehensive Mini-truck/Van Mounted Multifunctional fully automatic Cable Fault
Locator system with accessories and furniture etc should be mounted in a suitable Equipment Mounting
mini-truck/van with Power Supply connection arrangement fitted within it. Fabrication of cable fault
Iocating equipment shall be carried out inside/outside the vehicle, as per requirement. Tbe vehicle should
have factory fitted air-conditioner and should be provided with stepney tyre and all the standard
accessories, tool-kit, lifting jack, First aid box etc. The specifications of the vehicle i.e.
minitruck/van/tempo to be provided should be as under:

Tvpe Diesel
Dimensions (LxWxH) (Min) 4100mm X 1400mm X 1100 mm
Ground Clearance Min 180 mm
Seating capacity Min 2 (1 driver+t )
Cargo space capacity Min 4.50 cubic meter
Engine Min 1500 cc
Emission As per latest Govemment prescribed standards
Transmissior/Gears Manual/5
Brakes Hydraulic with ABS & EBD
Steering Power
Tyres 215175 P.l5"
AC Yes
Power windows Yes
Central Lock Yes

17. Mounting, Pre-wiring and Mechanical fitting in vehicle.
Steel frame for mounting the following instruments:
a. Computer aided fault locator.
b. DC Testing: All the equipment should be mounted on steel frames.
c. Rotating cable drums should be provided for:

-HV cable drum -50m cable.
-Mains cable drum -50m cable
-Earthing cable drum -50m cable
-Auxiliary earthing drum -50m cable

d. Foolproof Safety screens to be provided to isolate the HV area from operating area.
e. Suitable cupboards and work Station for storing hand held instruments, writing desk, Revolving chair
for operator.
f. Fully Insulated floor for safety.

Carriage systern/ suitable vehicle will be fabricated as per standard fabrication practice. Provisions
of Standards Fitment will be kept such as First Aid Box, Fire Extinguishers etc.

Special housing should be created for fltting the Genset.
Adequate lighting arrangement for night use.
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18. Operation and Training :

To provide classroom training to minimum 10 Nos. personnel of the Discom at the DHBVN circle
headquarter where the machine(s) are to be supplied. The vendor will provide training to Discom Personnel
at circle headquarter in minimum two or more sessions. The training will be provided by trained instructors
who are competent in the subject.
NOTE: The supplier of the fault locating machine shall post one trained operator cum
technician, per machine, at their own cost for operation of the cable fault locating system for
three months within the jurisdiction of DHBVN circle headquarter, where the machine is to be
supplied. During this period that operator cum technician would locate cable faults as appear
from time to time using fault locating machine and at the same time provide onsite training to
the engineers/technicians of DHBVN.

- The vendor will have to make its own arrangement of boarding, lodging, travel etc for its
instructor(s) at the circle headquarter.

19. Field Demonstration:

During the evaluation of the tenders for the procurement of the cable fault locator systems as per
above specifications, the Nigam reserues its right to ask for the demonstration of the cable fault
locator system/equipment at site, within the jurisdiction of DHBVN, towards the compliance of the
intended operations as given in the above specification.

20. Guarantee and post installation support :

After the supply of the machines the vendor will be contractually bound to provide the following
minimum guarantee and post installation support. The vendor shall provide online back end support
throughout the warranty period by viewing/sharing the screen from site and suggest trouble shooting
to the operator at site. All the supplied cable fault locating machines shall have comprehensive onsite
guarantee (inclusive of parts and labour) for 78 months from the date of supply or 72 months from
the date of installation & commissioning, whichever is later. Post installation suppot as per the
following service levels shall be provided by the vendor:-

. The vendor shall respond to any fault repofted in the fault locating machine/ system supplied by
vendor within 12 hours of intimation.

. The fault to be removed within 36 hours of intimation.

. In case the problem remains unresolved for more than 36 hours then the Machine will have to be
replaced with a standby machine (of same specification) which shall be replaced once the fault in
the original machine is rectified.

o If the fault is not removed within 30 days then the vendor will have to replace the same with new
Machine, without any extra cost. The replacement of machine with new machine shall be done
within 15 days,

SE/P&D-cum /csc,
UHBVN, Panchkula.
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